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Purpose

The Р-163-50У vehicular radio set with frequency modulation is intended for radio communication between ground objects 
at stop and in motion. The radio set provides 24-hour two-way communication with instant selection with the radio sets of the 
same type as well as the other radio sets with compatible operating frequency range and modulation type. The radio set ensures 
24-hour operation at 1:5 receive ratio (continuous transmit operation for 3 minutes maximum and heat sink availability).

Basic Specifications:
Frequency range, kHz                                                                                                                    30,000…79,999
Frequency spacing, kHz                                                                                                                 1
Transceiver power at rated onboard voltage on active load of 75 Ohm, W
- in full power mode                                                                                                           30
- in low power mode                                                                                                          1
Frequency deviation of the transmitter, kHz                                                                                    4.4...8

-6Relative frequency deviation of the radio set, less than                                                                  ± 4.5x10
Receiver sensitivity
- in telephone channel                                                                                                       1.2
- in telegraph channel (at s/n ratio of 10 dB)                                                                     0.6

-2- in digital channel  (at error index of 10 )                                                                         1.7
- at digital codogram reception with 80% confidence                                                        0.9
Range of communication with similar radio sets in case of normal country
with the use of  standard  antenna, km, more than                                                                         20
Power supply with negative earth, V                                                                                               22.1…29.7
Consumption current of the radio set, A, less than
- in receive mode                                                                                                               2.3
- in transmit mode                                                                                                             10                                                
Operating temperature range, deg. C                                                                                             minus 50…+ 60
Dimensions of the transceiver, mm                                                                                                 428x222x239
Weight of the transceiver with shock mount frame, kg, less than                                                    27
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Types of Operation:
- FM telephony;
- tone telegraph;
- signal-coded communication;
- digital communication at the rate 16 Kbps.

Modes of Operation:
- receiving and transmission at all types of operation;
- simplex; 
- two-frequency simplex;
- duplex in case of presence of an additional receiver;
- automated transfer onto alternate interference-free frequency;
- stand-by reception;
- repeating of the signals of the HF radios and similar radio sets in two-frequency simplex single 

type radio sets in two-frequency simplex with additional P-163 УП radio receiver;
- control by remote control unit (ПУ-50У) with the cable up to 10 meters.
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«Р-163-50У» RADIO SET 



Purpose

The Р-163УП vehicular FM radio receiver provides  reception of frequency-modulated signals with instant selection and 
discrete frequency  control  with 1 kHz spacing in frequency range from 30 000 to 79 999 kHz. The radio receiver ensures radio 
communication at mounting in ground vehicles 

Basic Specifications:
Operating  frequency range, MHZ                                                                                                  30…79,999
Frequency spacing, kHz                                                                                                                  1

-6Relative deviation of adjustment frequency , less than                                                                   ±4,5x10
Receiver sensitivity, µV, better than                                                                                                
- in telephone channel                                                                                                      1.2
- in telegraph channel  (at s/n ratio of 10 dB)                                                                    0.6

-2- in digital channel (at error index of 10 )                                                                          1.7
- at digital codogram reception  with 80% confidence                                                       0.9
Power supply, V                                                                                                                              22.1…29.7
Consumption current of the radio receiver, A, less than                                                                 1.3
Operating temperature range, deg. C                                                                                             minus 50…+ 60
Dimensions of the transceiver, mm                                                                                                 200x222x239
Weight of the transceiver with shock mount frame, kg, less than                                                   14

Types of Operation:
- FM telephony;
- tone telegraph;
- signal-coded communication;
- digital communication at the rate of 16 Kbps;

Modes of Operation:
- reception  at all types of operation;
- automated transfer onto alternate interference-free frequency;
- stand-by reception;
- repeating of  the signals of simplex UHF radio sets with an additional 
                   P-163-50У radio set;
-                 remote control by the external control unit (ПУ-50У) via the cable of op 10 m length.
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«Р-163УП» RADIO RECEIVER



ПУ-50У CONTROL PANEL                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Unit Б 11                    

ПУ-50У control panel is intended for the remote control of Р-163-50У radio set and          
Р-163УП radio receiver via the cable of up to 10 m length

Unit  P-173-14                    

Unit  P-173-16                    

Unit Б 11 is intended for cooling the radio set P-163-50У at long-term transmit operation 

The P-173-14  antenna filters unit a provides joint operation of two FM radio means Р-163-
50У and Р-163УП in any combination on common antenna

The P-173-16 laryngophone amplifier unit P-173-16 is intended for amplifying of LF 
signals from headset laryngophone to the level of 520mV.
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